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INTRODUCTION

Americas Ave. 1500 LEED CS v3 Silver (left) / LEED CS v3 Gold (right). Collaboration with SMA. 		
Photography by Carlos Kelly
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MESSAGE FROM THE
BOARD
After more than half a year of pandemic, we have learned a lot about how
to make our buildings safer and healthier. Even if it will be challenging
to transform a whole industry, we see in naturally ventilated buildings an
opportunity to maintain the energy conservation goals needed to reverse
climate change at the same time an strategy that increase radically the
occupant’s health conditions with 100% fresh air.
We intensified our exploration of the feasibility of natural ventilation in
buildings, and while LEED points are still elusive, we have managed to
meet the energy efficiency requirements with no recirculating air in the
space. We use software to make iterations of the combination of Building
Science strategies that include free cooling, thermal mass, displacement
ventilation backed up by Computer Fluid Dynamics simulation. We have
the fortune to have witnessed closely the performance of our first LEED
certified building almost 10 years ago, where there is a combination of
mechanical and natural ventilation, and we have the astonishing record
of 95% of the occupied hours of the year with no need to turn on the
AC, with the documented reduction of 75% in respiratory sickness among
occupants.

Jorge Lopez
LEED Fellow
Chairman of the Board

We are fully aware of the specific challenges of each location’s climate
conditions pose, specially cities with high relative humidity. However, we
think that even if users can get the benefit of natural ventilation during
specific hours or months of the year, it makes a great difference and is very
beneficial for health conditions.
Regarding academic achievements, we rapidly moved all our graduate
and postgraduate courses to a fully digital format, increasing also our
participation in lectures and conventions all over the American continent.
We are also glad tho have increased by three extra accredited professional
credentials, two in WELL and one third one as Fitwel embalsados.
Additionally, we are very proud that our Peruvian allies Leaf with the
leadership of Ana Lucía Granda have joined the Covid-19 task force of the
IWBI to create the Health-Safety Rating.
Finally, we achieved a LEED Silver certification in our tallest building yet,
the 40 stories high of the luxurious Sofitel Hotel at the Iconic Reforma
Av at Mexico City. This building rescues a 100 year + mansion with great
site restrictions and challenges. The building uses renewable energy with
thermo solar panels to heat water, it has a comprehensive VOC and other
chemical avoidance policy and has a very ambitious recycling program.
Besides the hard to see energy and water savings achieved by lighting
and water fixtures, employees and guests get informed of the hotel
sustainable goals by an aggressive communication campaign, inviting to
take these good practices home, transforming the building into a habitable
changemaker.

Pedro Paredes
LEED AP BD+C
CEO

Maria Mederos
LEED AP BD+C
COO
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ABOUT EOSIS
CONSULTING INC.
Eosis Consulting Inc is an international and Texas based Building Energy
Efficiency Consulting firm, specialized in Health and Productivity in
Workspace, Solar Passive Design and Energy Modeling with 14 years
of experience and 100+ LEED and sustainability registered projects.
We are registered as a participating company in Austin Energy
Integrated Modeling Incentive.
Founded in 2007 by Jorge Lopez, last year Eosis office achieved LEED
Platinum certification under the LEED ID+C: Commercial Interiors
rating system, and it was ranked in the B Corp Honorees “Best for the
World” in the Environment category. We are the only firm in Texas
mainly formed by architects registered as a participating company in
Austin Energy Integrated Modeling Incentive
We have gained the experience of successfully improving energy
performance through Energy Modeling and Passive Solar Design
Consulting in different projects from small office space with LEED
Platinum certification (The highest level available) to mammoth
projects of nearly 1,000,000 sq. ft. Our specialty is high rise buildings
designed by star architects, with more than 15 towers of 20 stories
or more.
We have the highest LEED, WELL, EDGE and FITWEL credentials,
as well as the best business practices backed up by the B Corp
certification.
We are also a LEED® Proven Provider™ organization, which means
we’ve demonstrated successful and consistent performance in
the LEED Project Administrator role in LEED Online by submitting
documentation that is high quality and free of errors. Once you’ve
earned the LEED Proven Provider designation, you benefit from an
enhanced certification experience with streamlined reviews.

Helix Tower - LEED certification in process
Photography by Carlos Kelly
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VALUES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wellness. Priority to health and productivity.
Congruence. All actions must reverse climate change.
Solidarity. Improve conditions of dignity and health to workers.
Innovation. Change and continuous improvement.
Commitment. Clarity and promptness in the rendering of accounts.
Honesty. Corruption as the main threat to the business.
Responsibility. Distribution of resources to be effective with
collaborators, clients and community to reduce inequality.

Mission
We advise our clients to transform
their business model through our
expertise in building design and construction to one that maintains financial sustainability, improves the
productivity, well-being and health
of those who design, build and inhabit buildings, improving social impact and reversing causes of climate
change.

Vision
We will improve the way in which it
is built so that buildings increase the
productivity, well-being and health
of those who design, build and inhabit, through strategies that collaborate to reverse climate change and
reduce the current externalities of
construction.

Nave Promo - LEED-NC v2009 Gold (2016).
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CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Jorge Lopez
LEED Fellow

LEED Fellow from the US Green Building Council and elected Vice President for SUMe, WELL AP and
EDGE Auditor. Graduated from the Architectural Association in London, receiving a MA degree in
Housing and Urbanism. In 2014 he participated in the program Leadership in Sustainability at the UBC
in Vancouver. Is currently founding partner and Chairman of the Board of Eosis Inc, an international
Texas based consulting firm for Energy Modeling and Passive Solar Design.
He is active at USGBC, advocating to increase Health and Dignity conditions for Construction
Workers. Lectured and participated in forums in Canada, U.S. and South America, both Spanish and
English.
In addition to his participation with the Special Working Group for Greenbuid 2020 (posponed) , he
collaborates with the USGBC as LEED Fellow reviewer and he was one of the main speakers of the
first two editions of Greenbuild Mexico 2018 & 2019.

Jorge Lopez at RECON, Lima Peru (2019)
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THE TEAM
•

Jorge Lopez - LEED Fellow, WELL AP EDGE Auditor

•

Pedro Paredes - LEED AP BD+C, WELL AP, EDGE Expert

•

Maria Mederos - LEED AP BD+C, EDGE Expert

•

Jaime Talavera - LEED AP BD+C, EDGE Expert

•

Oiram Onofre - LEED GA

•

Juan Avalos - LEED AP BD+C, EDGE Expert

•

Carlos Kelly - LEED AP BD+C, LEED AP O+M. FITWEL Ambassador

•

Arturo Reyes - LEED AP BD+C, EDGE Expert

•

Abigail Cervantes - LEED AP BD+C, EDGE Expert

•

Zabdi Valdez - LEED GA, EDGE Expert

OUR OFFICE
Eosis is one of the top 10 spaces in North America to achieve LEED Platinum certification under the rating system
LEED ID+C: Commercial Interiors, v4. Now Eosis office can serve as a model for other offices across the country.
This is one of the reasons why Eosis evaluated several buildings as options to establish its new headquarters.
•
•
•
•
•

Workplace – LEED Office Our office is pursuing LEED CI-V4 Platinum Certification.
Reduction in Energy Performance achieved in comparison with ASHRAE 901-2010 standard.
46.18% Water use reduction by efficient fixtures and rainwater harvesting.
Office furniture has FSC certified wood and recycled content.
LED luminaries which help us to save 36% of energy.
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Since 2007 we have helped design teams improve the
performance of

6’436,279.70 sqft
with LEED Certified Buildings

WHAT’S NEW

JULY - SEPTEMBER 2020
Niba Tower LEED-CS v3 Precertified Gold. Collaboration with Global Design Studio

Photography by Carlos Kelly
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SOFITEL
REFORMA MX

LEED BD+C: NC v3 Silver
349.766 sq ft.
Hotel

Sofitel Reforma Mexico LEED NC v3 Silver (2020). 								

Photography: Grupo Eco
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SOFITEL REFORMA MEXICO
The Sofitel luxury hotel is a 40-story building with 275 rooms. During the design and construction process, care has been taken to ensure comfort, promote the well-being of both guests and employees.
The hotel is located in Paseo de la Reforma, Mexico City.

TOP FEATURES
91% of the regularly occupied spaces of the tower have views to the exterior, which is essential to reduce stress,
improves productivity and users health. Energy consumption savings of 27.7% are achieved thanks to lighting
controls with sensors, efficient luminaires and high performance glazing by Saint Gobain. In addition, the building
produce 5.9% of it’s energy by renewable energy generated on-site.
A 20% of indoor water consumption savings were achieved thanks to the low consumption bathroom fixures and
a 100% of the sewage water is treated on-site.
An important aspect of this work is the great effort made to preserve and restore an 80-year-old house that is
located at the base of the tower. It was included in the project as a main element for the building’s entrance.

Sofitel Reforma Mexico LEED NC v3 Silver (2020). 								

Photography: Jorge Lopez
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OUR
PROJECTS

Helix Tower - LEED certification in process		

Photography by Carlos Kelly
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TASK FORCE COVID-19
Our allies from LEAF are part of the Task Force is a group of global

experts convened by IWBI that worked together in a monthlong sprint to discuss, elevate and brainstorm ways that buildings, businesses and communities can contribute to prevention
and preparedness, resilience and recovery in response to public
health crises like the one we find ourselves in today.
Task Force members include public health experts, government officials, academics and business leaders, as well
as architects, designers, building scientists and real estate professionals who have heeded a global call to action
to contribute their knowledge during this worldwide public health emergency. Hailing from dozens of countries,
they will also provide focused guidance to specific market sectors, including airports, industrial, healthcare, affordable housing, senior living and education.
The work of the Task Force is two-fold. First is to identify and develop a set of signature deliverables and resources, including guidelines for individuals, organizations and communities to help them better integrate
actionable insights and proven strategies into how they manage both their buildings and their organizations.
Second, the Task Force will help inform ways in which the WELL Building Standard (WELL) itself can be further
strengthened so the system, which touches more than a half-billion square feet of space across 60 countries,
can best continue to support prevention and preparedness, resiliency and recovery in this critical moment and
into the future.

Real Plaza Pucurucho. Image from LEAF.
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NEW ACCREDITATIONS
We are very glad to announce the new WELL APs in our team. It’s a great opportunity to expand our horizons into a different approach of healthy buildings.

The WELL Accredited Professional (WELL AP) credential denotes expertise in
the WELL Building Standard (WELL) and a commitment to advancing human
health and wellness in buildings and communities around the world.
The International WELL Building Institute™ (IWBI™) is leading the global movement to transform our buildings
and communities in ways that help people thrive.

HEALTHY BUILDING MOVEMENT
WELL is the leading tool for advancing health and well-being in buildings globally. The WELL Certification is a
system based on the measurement and monitoring of the performance of the built environment that impacts
human health and well-being through fundamental concepts based in 3 main characteristics: behavior, operation
and design.

CERTIFICATION BENEFITS
- An improved environment for employees, customers and visitors.
- Increase in productivity and employee satisfaction; and consequently, its retention within the company.
- Avant-garde corporate image with a notorious attraction or retention of both clients and collaborators that - inspire happiness, identity and own culture.
- Leadership of the company through quality assurance.
- Differentiation from competitors.
- Invaluable marketing added value.
- Attractive return on investment.

Eosis Office. LEED ID+C: Commercial Interiors, v4. LEED Platinum (2018)
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NEW YOUTUBE CHANNEL
As a company, we are always looking to grow ties with our stakeholders and create
valuable educational content for future generations. During this global crisis, some
opportunities were also created such as remote connections worldwide. With this
two principles we came over with an idea of creating a series of conferences and
discussion pannels to talk about relevant sustainability themes.
Our new Youtube channel is designed as an archive that will host experts opinions, certification systems explanations, interviews and new technologic advances explained in one open platform.

15

“Ever since we chose the EOSIS team headed by Jorge Lopez, to help us with the LEED certification, we
always felt well advised and supported throughout the whole process.
From beginning to end we worked hand in hand to achieve a PLATINUM certification which by far exceeded our original expectation of simply being certified.
We continuously analyzed cost-benefit scenarios in various areas, which helped us implement better
solutions and achieve important savings.
Likewise, a dynamic of optimism and interest was generated through searching for the best solutions and
optimizations of the various systems and engineering used to achieved one of the most energy efficient
buildings in Mexico.
We are very satisfied with the result of our collaboration, which we will continue with on our second project, hoping for a repeat of PLATINUM”.
Arch. Yoram Cimet
Cimet Architects
Corporate Building - LEED CS v3 Platinum

Corporate building LEED CS v3 Platinum (2019). Collaboration with CIMET. 		

Photography by Luis Gallardo LGM Studio
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HEALTHY BUILDINGS FOR A
HEALTHY COMEBACK
NATURAL VENTILATION IN OFFICE SPACES

HIPOTESIS

Atmosphere LEED NC v3 Silver (2012). Collaboration with Rohn Architects.

In these strange times, we are using our competitive advantage to promote healthier and safer occupants in
buildings: our expertise in natural ventilation. Improvement in indoor air quality has been shown to be reflected
in improvements in cognitive functions.
- A well-ventilated space can increase cognitive levels by up to 101%
- Spaces with views and in contact with natural elements improves processing time by 7 - 12%.
- A discomfort space can decrease productivity by 4 - 6%
Value proposition. We are implementing strategies to guarantee improvements through four different approaches in office buildings without a necessary certification. Ventilation, biophilia, active design and green cleaning.
Through a four stages process we help office owners to improve their space conditions:
1. Building evaluation (analysis of current status and scope).
2. Technology implementation
3. Strategies effectiveness measurement
4. Monitoring and communication (data interpretation, training)
17

NATURAL VENTILATION

FOR SAFER BUILDINGS AND HEALTHIER USERS

M16 - LEED NC v3 Platinum (2012).

According to Joseph Allen from the Harvard TH Chan School of public health, and now part of the IWBI WELL
COVID task force, we can enlist our buildings in this fight, and our bet is to achieve this through natural ventilation, and even better if it’s designed to be compatible with compliant and effective HVAC design.
Firstly, it is important to highlight that between 40 and 70% of outdoor air can be converted to indoor air and,
combined with other pollutants derived from daily activities (such as cooking and cleaning), causes it to be up
to five times more polluted, according to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In fact, the
World Health Organization (WHO) indicates that annually 3.8 million people die prematurely due to exposure to
indoor polluted air.
Currently, our daily activities make us spend more than 90% of our time indoors. However, indoor air quality was
further complicated by the appearance of SARS-CoV-2, since the risk of people exposed to an infectious disease
can be positively or negatively conditioned by the systems of HVAC.
In this sense, engineers and architects play a very important role in improving indoor air quality, since not only
factors such as temperature and humidity must be taken into account, but also air flow and levels of pollutants
or the degree of filtration and cleaning they want to achieve.
18

NATURAL VENTILATION

FOR SAFER BUILDINGS AND HEALTHIER USERS

Reducing or controlling indoor air pollution involves one or more techniques to improve indoor
air quality and reduce pollutants. The EPA suggests
the following steps:

Eliminate the source of contamination.
This can be done when the source of the problem
is known and can be controlled; Example: maintenance of the air conditioning system (cleaning of
ducts and other components; cleaning or changing
filters; removing mold in the humidification system); establish no-smoking zones; use of extraction systems; air new furniture, among others
Ventilate.
With the use of extractors and the introduction
of clean air, as well as its adequate distribution to
dilute contaminants.
Filter or clean the air.
The goal is to remove contaminants through mechanical filters or chemical or physical absorbents
(activated carbon, alumina and zeolite) that are
installed in central HVAC equipment or portable
purifiers. These pollutants are microscopic particles, including bacteria and viruses, down to gas
molecules.
Eosis Office. LEED ID+C: Commercial Interiors, v4. LEED Platinum (2018)

Never before have our generations experienced a situation like the one we are experiencing with the Covid-19.
This new experience leads us to conclude that, in addition to the increase in hand and surface cleaning, keeping
a healthy distance and minimizing the number of people in the same space, it is urgent to implement new strategies to improve indoor air quality. These new strategies must dilute contaminants through ventilation, filtration,
the use of ultraviolet germicidal light, or air purifiers. With these tools we will be contributing to the reduction of
transmission of infectious agents and to improving health.
Our own office is LEED Platinum certified and we have experienced the benefits of natural ventilation. Thanks
to a building science scheme that creates negative pressure in the spaces, the air that enters through the windows has been providing us 4 years free of dangerous pollutants and particles, which is supported by a IAQ
monitoring sensors.
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EOSIS OFFICE

Eosis Office. LEED ID+C: Commercial Interiors, v4. LEED Platinum (2018). Photograph by Carlos Kelly.
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Eosis Team at Oracle Corporate Building. LEED BD+C: Commercial Interiors, v3. LEED Platinum (2020).

OUR OFFICE
Eosis is one of the top 10 spaces in North America to achieve LEED Platinum certification under the rating system
LEED ID+C: Commercial Interiors, v4. Now Eosis office can serve as a model for other offices across the country.
This is one of the reasons why Eosis evaluated several buildings as options to establish its new headquarters.
•
•
•
•
•

Workplace – LEED Office Our office is pursuing LEED CI-V4 Platinum Certification.
Reduction in Energy Performance achieved in comparison with ASHRAE 901-2010 standard.
46.18% Water use reduction by efficient fixtures and rainwater harvesting.
Office furniture has FSC certified wood and recycled content.
LED luminaries which help us to save 36% of energy.

CONTINGENCY
Responsibility: We believe that the key of success is our team and it’s health & productivity preservation.
That’s why we solidarize with the cause and take action to protect all of us and our surrounding communities.
Home Office: Throught an agreement with the team we keep all our operations on going from each one’s
home so we take care of all our clients and stay safe. We encourage our collaborators to keep healthy
conditions at their own workplace such as biophilia, natural ventilation and daylight, and even provide the
right ergonomic furniture if needed.
Scheduling: Meetings and schedules were arranged to keep our workflow as usual. Also in response to the
emergency we measure the workflow by hours to create a worldwide standard with lower fees.
Health & Safety: We comply with health insurance required by local law. Benefits are provided for all
employees.
21

Work Scheme for the Energy Simulation Team

Everyone at Eosis is currently undertaking regular software training sessions to ensure proper understanding of the
energy modeling processes. Therefore, with everybodies input we can develop strategies to improve efficiency not
only in the modeling itself but on all the pre and post activities.
22

EOSIS OFFICE STATISTICS

73%
Training hours

27%

+133 HRS
OF LEED RELATED
TOPICS TRAINING

+55 HRS
    OF ENERGY
MODELING
TRAINING

Graduate and
Postgraduate Education

96

HRS
UNIVERSITY
COURSES

GREEN BUILDING
TOURS

24

HRS

8

HRS

POSTGRADUATE
COURSES
23

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Niba Tower - LEED CS v3 (In progress).
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - INTERNSHIP
Health for Construction Workers

Our business model is based on offering the opportunity to our clients to generate a big social impact by green
construction beyond the project boundaries. We have developed a methodology to implement good practices in
our own offshore construction sites and complement them in the construction workers communities, potentializing
the economic, environmental and social benefits.
Alongside with a private University we are working towards improving work conditions for construction workers,
their families and communities.
This year we recieved four interns who built a multidiciplinary team in order to evaluate, create and apply the correct
health and safety measures that can be implemented at construction sites in order to guarantee workers wellbeing
and constant improvement. Part of the work is to define the present situation and analize the necessary tools to
create those conditions together with Eosis, design firms, construction companies and workers. The purpose is to
make this trategies a measurable strategy to follow and revise periodically.
Some of these measures are: Zero accidents policy, decrease the consumption of sugary drinks, ensure potable water
consumption, dignified restrooms, affordable nutitious food, safe transportation, education for adults, addictions
prevention, a well as the new proposals.
The project we are working with is ASFG - American School Foundation

Health for Construction Workers. Educational building under progress. 		

Render by Project owners.
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HEALTH FOR CONSTRUCTION
WORKERS
The main purpose is to enhance construction worker’s health, well-being, sustainability culture and community
impact during the construction process and beyond.
We will promote a safe and healthy work environment for all personnel involved in the construction process, as well
as build up their culture of sustainability, in order to impact their community in a positive way. Although currently,
in Mexico, all social laws and regulations are complied, construction workers could learn how to implement better
practices to improve their health conditions in and outside their work environment, with a set of strategies that could
be easily measured by three impact categories health, safety and equity. This will motivate a culture of sustainability
which every employee can learn from and implement it in their own communities.

Oracle Corporate Building, LEED BD+C: New Construction v3 Platinum (2020).

C.S.O. TECHO
The goal of the program is to promote and facilitate in marginal communities the change from the current roof
concrete slab construction for roof timber construction. We seek to work together with “TECHO”, so that they
support us in the processes of socialization, diagnosis and participatory design and be able to provide the tools to
propose a constructive system that is less harmful to workers at the time of construction and improves quality of
the spaces during the use of these.
For this, we plan to achieve three main objectives. Economical, by reducing construction cost, social, to improve
health and reduce domestic violence and environmental by using the carbon sequestration of timber.

Economical benefits.
Cement sales in the self construction sector, is as high as 10 out of 33 thousand tonnes annually including export sales of mexican
companies, the largest in Latin America just after Brazil, according to HOLCIM-APASCO, one of the main cement producers.
Cement small quantities are sold at a higher price and therefore is highly profitable for cement production companies. The
lack of a formal organization of self construction sector leaves them highly unprotected, and just in 2017 the cost of cement
increased 15% to 20% (Expansion Magazine, 2017) to reach the highest cost of cement worldwide. Even more, construction
workers, even if they might be high experienced, lack the professional knowledge to make structural calculations, and when
building their homes or their’s relatives, tend to use much more cement that is needed to ensure their safety. This informal way
to build is requires a very basic set of tools, and mixing powder cement by hand, in contrast with big concrete structure buildings

Social benefits
Prolonged or repeated exposure to powder cement can lead to a disabling and often fatal lung disease called silicosis. Some
studies also indicate a link between crystalline silica exposure and lung cancer, according to the Construction Safety Association
of Ontario. Besides this, bedrooms are often located in the upper floor, underneath the concrete roofs, that have high thermal
inertia, meaning that when is heated by the sun radiation during the day time hours, it will release the heat during the nighttime,
when people get there to sleep. In the many hot months of the year, domestic violence tends to peak int this kind of construction,
allegedly because the space is overheated and people gets irritable.

Environmental benefits.
Timber is the only construction material that by its nature stores more CO2 than the one that is released in its transformation
from tree to timber. The use of this material in construction is a feasible strategy to decrease Greenhouse Gases emissions, and
therefore a solution for climate change. Currently, mexican tradition way to build in self construction demands the use of low
quality timber to cast the concrete, and is discarded after a few uses because it gets damaged. By this, the cellulose decompose
and returns the stored CO2 to the atmosphere. Cement production is responsible for more CO2 release to the atmosphere
even than the transport industry; on the other hand, forestry based materials as timber, are carbon positive meaning that CO2
is stored by the three growth process and it remains “Sequestered” if wood is maintain as such. Substituting cement based
construction for timber construction reverse climate change.
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TECHO / OXFAM  NGO Donations
Techo is a non profit organization founded in Chile and now with operations in all Latin America. Their goal is to
create spaces for volunteers to engage with vulnerable low income families in impoverished communities.
Oxfam Mexico is part of a global movement that works in 94 countries to end the injustice of poverty and end
inequality. They protect and rebuild lives when disaster strikes, fight discrimination and violence against women,
defend the rights of indigenous people and communities, and fight to guarantee equitable access to natural
commons.
They are people around the world who work as volunteers, fundraisers, activists, researchers, experts in public
policies, water engineers, students, women who defend their rights and people who have decided to take action for
change. .
This year Eosis made donations to the OXFAM In previous years, members of the Eosis team volunteered among
the other 150 volunteers, and helped to build 20 new additions.
For more information visit: www.oxfam.org

Volunteer work at TECHO (2018)
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“The EOSIS team showed great
professionalism during the
certification process of Atmosfera.
Through energy simulation, EOSIS
advised the design team about
the best way of using materials,
mechanical equipment and
implementation of architectural
design strategies that improved
the building’s energy performance.
EOSIS directed several Charrette
meetings which involved the
whole project’s team in the design
process of the building. In addition,
they always answered the design
team’s questions in a timely and
accurate way”.
Elena Aguilar
CEO Atmosfera

Atmosfera Corporate - LEED Silver

Atmosfera Corporate. LEED NC v3 Silver (2012). Collaboration with Rohn Architects. Photography by Carlos Kelly.
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CONTACT US
| 600 Congress Ave.
14th Floor
Austin TX 78701

Phone: +1 (512) 772 6228
E-mail: info@eosis.energy

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
eosis.energy
SUSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER
SHARE YOUR FEEDBACK ON THE REPORT
info@eosis.energy
Eosis is a participating company in Austin Energy Integrated Modeling Incentive
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